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Abstract
A central problem in matroid theory—and by extension coding theory and finite geometry—
is the problem of constructing matrices with a maximal number of columns such that every
square submatrix formed by a subset of the columns is nonsingular. In this project, we apply
the tools of analysis to this problem and demonstrate the value of such an approach. First,
we introduce various quantities that can be defined for an arbitrary matroid, and show that
certain conditions on these quantities imply that a matroid is not representable over Fq . In
particular, for a matroid of rank r, we examine the proportion of size-(r − k) subsets that are
dependent, and give bounds, in terms of the cardinality of the matroid and q a prime power,
for this proportion, below which the matroid is not representable over Fq . Using an observation
about the reduced form of a uniform matrix, we explore connections between the quantities we
define. Further, we demonstrate that the defined quantities can be used to prove that random
matrices have high proportions of subsets of independent columns. In addition, we construct a
uniform matroid using a method analogous to the construction of Pascal’s Triangle, generalized
for finite fields of non-prime order.
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Introduction of Quantities

By a subset of a matrix we will mean a subset of its columns, and by its size we will mean the total
number of columns it has. We will say a matroid is q-representable if it has a matrix representation
over Fq .
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1.1

A Generalization of Uniformity

First, we generalize a basic definition.
Definition 1.1. A matroid M of rank r is said to be uniform if every size-r subset of M is
independent.
Definition 1.2. We define the k-dependence of a matroid of rank r as the proportion of its size(r − k) subsets that are dependent. When a matrix has k-dependence 0, we call it k-independent,
otherwise we call it k-dependent. For a matroid M , we will denote rank by r(M ), cardinality by
s(M ), and k-dependence by d(M, k).
Note that, by these definitions, a matroid M is uniform if d(M, 0) = 0, i.e., if it is 0-independent.

1.2

Optimal Representable Matrices

It is natural to try to optimize some property of a matroid given given certain constraints, especially
q-representability. We use the following symbols to denote optimal achievable quantities:
Definition 1.3.
• By Indq (r, k, d), we mean the largest s such that there exists some full-rank r × s matrix M
over q with k-dependence ≤ d. Equivalently, it is the size of the largest q-representable rank-r
matroid with k-dependence ≤ d.
• By Dq (r, k, s), we mean the smallest d such that there exists some full-rank r×s matrix M over
Fq with k-dependence ≤ d. Equivalently, it is the smallest k-dependence of any q-representable
rank-r matroid of size s.
These quantities prove useful because we can use them to say the following:
Theorem 1.4. Let M be a matroid. If, for some k,
• If Indq (r(M ), k, d(M, k)) ≤ s(M ) or
• If Dq (r(M ), k, s(M )) ≤ d(M, k) for some k,
then M is not q-representable.
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Equivalences of Bounds

An equivalence between bounds on Ind and on D exist due to the following:
Lemma 2.1. As a function of s, Dq (r, k, s) is non-decreasing.
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Proof. Let M be a minimally k-dependent q-representable matroid of size s. That is, because we
are dealing with finite sets and infima are always achievable,
d(M ) = Dq (r(M ), k, s(M )).
Then, for every matroid M 0 obtained by deletion of one element from M ,
d(M 0 ) ≥ Dq (r(M 0 ), k, s(M 0 )) = Dq (r(M ) − 1, k, s(M ) − 1).
Thus, because each size-(n − k) subset is counted an equal number of times in the measurement of
the d(M 0 ),
Dq (r(M ), k, s(M )) ≥ Dq (r(M ) − 1, k, s(M ) − 1).

The equivalence between bounds can be stated thus:
Theorem 2.2.

• If, for some q, r, k, d, Indq (r, k, d) < s, then, for any s0 ≥ s, it holds that
Dq (r, k, s0 ) > d.

• If, for some q, r, k, s, Dq (r, k, s) > d, then, for any d0 ≤ d, it holds that
Indq (r, k, d0 ) < s.
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Explicit Bounds

We give various explicit bounds on Ind and D, on whichever of the two the explanation of the
bound is simplest. In each case, the equivalent statement on the other function is implied.
Theorem 3.1. Indq (r, k, 0) ≤ q k+1 (r − k − 1)
Proof. Suppose some matroid M is q-representable. Then some r(M ) × s(M ) matrix M 0 over Fq
can be constructed with all size-(n − k) subsets independent.
We treat the columns of M 0 as vectors in Frq , and assume that none of them are the zero vector.
Observe that at most r − k − 1 columns of M 0 can lie within a (r − k − 1)-plane. This implies
that the proportion between (r − k − 1) and the number of points in an (r − k − 1)-plane bounds
the proportion of the total number of vectors in Frq that are represented as columns in M 0 .
Explicitly, this proportion is
r−k−1
q r−k−1
out of
qr
vectors in the space. Thus, the total number of columns is bounded by
qr

r−k−1
= q k+1 (r − k − 1).
q r−k−1
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n

−1
Theorem 3.2. For some integer n, Dq (r, k, n qq−1
) is minimized by the matrix M consisting of n
r
copies of each unique nonzero vector in Fq up to scaling.

That is, the matrix consists of exactly n representatives of each point in the projective space.
Proof. Let M as above. The claim is clearly true for k = n − 2, in which case M is the only
vector of the required size that is (n − 2)-dependent. We proceed inductively. Let M as above,
~v ∈ M . We can view M as a multiset of points in the projective space Pr−1 (Fq ). Let Pr−2 be some
hyperplane in Pr−1 (Fq ). Then a set S including one copy of ~v is independent if and only if the
projection of S \{~v } from ~v onto Pr−2 is independent. A set containing two copies of ~v is dependent.
Thus, removing all copies of ~v from M , we can count the number of independent size-(n − k) sets
containing ~v by counting the number of independent size-(n − k − 1) points of the projection of the
remaining members of M onto Pr−2 as above. If M contains one column for each vector in Frq , then
exactly q + 1 vectors will be projected to each point in the hyperplane. The (k − 1)-dependence for
that arrangement of vectors in the hyperplane, by the inductive hypothesis, is optimal.
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k-extensions

By putting k-independent matrices in a certain form, we can obtain a necessary and sufficient
condition for k-independence.
Definition 4.1. Let M be an r × s matrix of full rank. Rearrange the columns so that the first
r are linearly independent, and form an invertible matrix A. Multiply M by A−1 . None of these
operations affect which subsets of M are independent. Now, M should be of the form [Id|M 0 ], where
Id is the identity matrix, and M 0 is called the “extension”. If M is k-independent, we call M 0 a
k-extension.
In many ways, it turns out to be easier to directly examine the extension of a matrix. For
example,
Theorem 4.2. A matrix M is a k-independent if and only if every (n + k) × n submatrix of its
extension is full-rank, for every n.
Proof. First, let M 0 be an r × (r + `) systematic k-dependent matrix constructed with extension
M . Because it is k-dependent, there exists some set of r − k columns of M 0 that sum to zero. Let
us say that n of these columns are in the extension, and (r − k) − n of them are in the identity part.
Then the n columns combine to a vector with zeroes where all the k − n columns have zeroes, which
is in r − ((r − k) − n) = k + n places. Take the submatrix of M that consists of the n columns and
the k + n rows that they combine to zero on. Then this submatrix does not have full rank because
its columns are dependent.
Next, suspending any requirement on M 0 other than its size and that the first r columns form
an identity matrix, let there exist some (k + n) × n submatrix of M that is not full-rank. Then
its columns combine to the zero vector. In that case, extending this submatrix to the full height
r, the n columns combine to a vector ~v with n + k zeroes. Thus, these columns, together with the
r − (n + k) columns of the identity with ones where ~v does not necessarily have zeroes, combine to
zero. These columns number r − (n + k) + n = r − k, and so M 0 is k-dependent.
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For the case k = 0, this was pointed out by [4].
This has many interesting implications:
• Every r × (r − k) submatrix is full-rank, meaning that any bunch of n − k parallel column
n-vectors within the matrix are independent.
• Every (r + k) × r submatrix S contains an invertible matrix as a subset of its rows. This
bounds the number of possible sets of r rows of S that are dependent. It also bounds the
number of sets of r rows of any submatrix that are dependent. Looking at the submatrix
sideways, this is a condition on dependent columns.
• For the k = 0 case, where we are discussing extensions of a uniform matroid, the condition
is that all submatrices are of full rank. Equivalently, it is that all square submatrices are
invertible. This property is closed under transpose, and so given a uniform matrix matroid,
putting it in systematic form (which is always possible), the dual matroid can be constructed
by simply taking the transpose of the extension and appending a larger identity matrix. We
check that this takes a matrix of size n × (n + l), with extension of size n × l, and produces
a matrix with extension size l × n, of size l × (n + l).
• Many methods are suggested by this property for making (k+1)-extensions out of k-extensions,
possibly the simplest being the addition of a zero row to the k-extension. This gives inductive
lower bounds on the maximal sizes of k-extensions.
• This implies that any submatrix of a k-extension is a k-extension.
• There are many equivalent ways to state this condition. For example, out of a matrix M ,
construct the block matrix M 00 = [M |0k ], where 0k stands for the matrix with k zero columns.
Then M is a k-extension if and only if every r × r submatrix of M 00 has rank at least r − k.
• If the MDS conjecture is true, then the sizes of the 0-extensions are precisely those that can
fit in the top triangle of a q × q matrix.
• A study of the overlapping behavior of k-extensions could be fruitful. That is, whether there
are k-extensions that overlap on some submatrix, or whether they are totally overlapping,
meaning that they overlap on a submatrix with height the minimum of the heights of the two
matrices, and the same with width. If there is sufficient overlapping of k-extensions, then
a large matrix with a staircase-shaped nonzero region can be constructed, every rectangular
submatrix of whose nonzero region is a k-extension. In the k = 0 case, [4] presents such
triangles for p ∈ {5, 7}
• Similarly, if you can start with an n×(q−n)0−extension which admits either a row addition or
a column addition, the MDS conjecture (for that n) is equivalent to being unable to fill in the
last entry in the corner not covered by the new row or column. This is because, without the
final entry, every submatrix of the matrix with the new column and row is either a submatrix
of the row-added matrix or the column-added matrix, so the row-added column-added matrix
fulfils the submatrix-rank condition.
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• It suggests a generalization of k-dependence to k < 0, in which the width of the required
full-rank matrices exceed their height. Note that under the transpose, k-extensions are taken
to (−k)-extensions. This is consistent with 0-extensions being taken to 0-extensions.
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Random Matrices

Defining two more quantities, this approach can be used to prove that, with very high probability,
a very high proportion of the subsets of a certain size of a random matrix are independent.
By “random matrix,” we mean a matrix whose columns are randomly chosen nonzero vectors.
Definition 5.1. Let Indq (r, k, d, p) be the largest s, or Dq (r, k, s, p) the smallest d, or Pq (r, k, d, s)
the smallest p, such that, with probability 1 − p, a random r × s matrix has k-dependence ≤ d.
Lemma 5.2. Denote the probability that (r − k) nonzero vectors chosen randomly from Frq are
independent by πq,r,k . Then,
r−k
Y qr − qi
πq,r,k =
.
qr − 1
i=0

Proof. Each term of the product divides the number of points outside an i-plane by the number
of nonzero points in the space. This is the probability that, given that we have already picked i
independent vectors, that the next one we pick will lie outside the span of those i.
Theorem 5.3.
Dq (r, k, s) ≤ 1 − πq,r,k .
Proof. Take a certain choice of (r − k) distinct integers between 1 and r. These correspond to a
single size-(r − k) subset of a matrix of size s. Then, the proportion of this particular subset of all
size-s matrices that are independent is equivalently πq,r,k . Since this proportion is equal for any
choice of subset, we have that the proportion of all size-(r − k) subsets of all matrices of size s is
πq,r,k . Thus, some matrix achieves this proportion.
Corollary 5.4. 1 − πq,r,k is the mean k-dependence of all r × s matrices without zero columns.
Because πq,r,k is in general very close to one, viewing p as a proportion of the set of all r × s
matrices, we can get bounds on Dq (r, k, s, p). Specifically,
Theorem 5.5. For any q, r, k, s, p,
Dq (r, k, s, p) ≤

1 − πq,d,k
.
p

Pq (r, k, s, d) ≤

1 − πq,d,k
.
d

Corollary 5.6. For any q, r, k, s, d,

Note that these quantities do not depend on s.
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Pascal Matrices

Let q be a power of a prime p. In this section, all matrices will be assumed to take entries over Fq .
The map σ will be a bijection from N≤q−1 ∪ {0} to Fq that takes N≤p−1 ∪ {0} to the prime subfield
in the canonical way.
For simplicity, examples will focus on the prime case.
Definition 6.1. Let Fp denote the prime subfield of Fq . For n ∈ Fq , k ∈ Fp we define
 
k−1
n
1 Y
=
(n − i)
k
k!
i=0

Note that, as a function of n, this is a polynomial of degree k.
Definition 6.2. The pascal matrix Uq is the q × q matrix with
 σ(j−1)
i−1 , i ≥ j
{Uq }i,j =
0,
otherwise.
Example 6.3.

1
0

0

U7 = 
0
0

0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
1
0
0
0
0

1
3
3
1
0
0
0


1 1 1
4 5 6

6 10 15

4 10 20

1 5 15

0 1 6
0 0 1

Definition 6.4. Suppose q is a prime power and m is an integer with 0 ≤ m ≤ q. The truncated
pascal matrix Uq,m is the pascal matrix Uq truncated to m rows.
Example 6.5.
U7,3



1 1 1 1 1 1 1
= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
0 0 1 3 6 10 15

Definition 6.6. A supplemented pascal matrix, denoted by Hq,m , is a truncated pascal matrix
Uq,m appended with the vector ~sm with a one in the bottom entry and zeroes everywhere else.

Hq,m



= Uq,m



0
.. 
.

0
1

Example 6.7.
H7,3



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0
0 0 1 3 6 10 15 1
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6.1

Linear Independence

First we prove that any m columns of Uq,m are linearly independent for prime power q. Then we
prove that the addition of the vector (0, 0, ..., 0, 1) = ~sm preserves the property.
Lemma 6.8 (Truncation Lemma). Any m columns of Uq,m are linearly independent.

Proof. Recall that the entries of the k th row of Uq,m are defined by the polynomial σ(j)
of degree
k
k − 1. In particular, the j th entry is the value of that polynomial at σ(j).
Suppose some set of m columns are linearly dependent. Then the rows of the m × m submatrix
they comprise can be combined to zero with at least one nonzero coefficient. However, this implies
that the polynomials defining the rows can be combined to a polynomial with m zeros. Since the
polynomials are each of degree at most m − 1, the resulting polynomial would have to be identically
zero. Since each polynomial in the combination is of a different degree, this implies that the linear
combination has no nonzero coefficients, a contradiction.
Theorem 6.9. Any m columns of Hq,m are linearly independent.
Proof. The truncation lemma covers most cases; in fact, we can reduce this to two cases: the case
when ~sm is included in the m-subset, and the case when it is not. In the latter, we are taking a
m-subset of Hq,m \ {~sm } = Uq,m . We know this subset is linearly independent by the truncation
lemma.
In the former case, we have a [m×m] matrix with ~sm as a column. To show the linear independence
of the this set, we can show that this submatrix is non-singular. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that ~sm is the mth column, and we can expand along this column. We are then done by
the truncation lemma: any m − 1 columns of Up,m−1 are linearly independent. .
Remark 6.10. The proofs also work to show that any square submatrix of Hq,q is invertible,
provided that there is no zero row or column.

6.2

Coding Theory

Reed-Solomon codes are a class of error-correcting codes. An example of a simple Reed-Solomon
code is:


1 1 ··· 1
 1 2 ··· q 


 12 22 · · · q 2 


 ..
.. . .
.. 
.
. .
.
1k 2k · · ·

qk

Note that (0, . . . , 0, 1) can be appended. It is established in [2],[1] that Hq,k is equivalent to a
[k × q + 1] Reed-Solomon code. This code involves multiplication and taking field elements to
different powers. The Hq,k offers a simpler construction based on addition; it retains the additive
structure of Pascal’s triangle.
The truncated pascal matrices leads to an efficient, memory-non-intensive network coding algorithm for prime q, especially in the binary case. Set c and t to be variable vectors of length n and s,
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respectively. Take d to be the length s vector of data. The following algorithm is an example of a
non-memory-intensive encoding process, where shift is taken to be the operation that moves each
entry in an array to the next entry, and set the first entry to zero:
for i < s:
t += d[i]*c;
c += c.shift();
return t
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